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Saint-C h in ian

of BÃ©ziers, Saint Chinian is situated in the verdant valley of the Ver- nazobres, dominated by a rocky outcrop to the south and by the. Cevennes foothills to the ... 
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The House of Wine offers visitors a wide range of services, which allows them to discover the SaintChinian appellation wine either for themselves or, if they wish, in a structured assisted manner. The Independent winemaker’s Syndicate (Syndicat du Cru) purchased the property in 1988. Charles Trenet’s father used to



work here as Notary. It was completely refurbished in 2000 and it is also the sales showcase of the A.O.C. (appellation from verified origin) independent winemakers. The list of Independent Winemakers is available here and about 250 A.O.C. Saint-Chinian wine sold at producers’ prices as well as the Muscat from Saint-Jean-de-Minervois; Cartagène; Blanquette from Limoux and so on.



Wine tourism and « Wine Route »



Organization of “discovering the wine routes”. Visits of vineyards; organized lunch at a farm/restaurant; touristic discoveries As the showcase of the famous Wines of Languedoc-Roussillon, the House of Wine proposes various wine tastings with the winemakers themselves during the summer and provides you with information about the “Wine Route” of SaintChinian.



Festivities



* Spring in the vineyard in May * Festival of wine in Saint-Chinian the 3rd Sunday of July



Brotherhood of the Knights of Saint-Chinian The Brotherhood was created in 1984 and promotes the A.O.C. Saint-Chinian Wine at various festivals, in the traditions of the local culture. Within the Chapters, the members of the Brotherhood are guardians of the identity and the soul of the Winemakers of the “Cru” wine. Maison des Vins de Saint-Chinian Avenue de la Promenade 34360 Saint-Chinian Tél. : 04 67 38 11 69 / Fax : 04 67 38 16 33 E-mail : [email protected] Web : www.saint-chinian.com L’abus d’alcool est dangereux pour la santé. A consommer avec modération.



DESTINATION VIGNOBLES



ts v I d n Its heritage a



SAINT CHINIAN



When you arrive by the Fontjun mountain pass, you will be enchanted by the beautiful panorama in front of you: the Grage mountains and the foothills and plateau of the Caroux mountains.



MONTPELLIER



BEZIERS



N112



Vias



Valras Plage A9



NARBONNE



CARCASSONNE A61 A61



By plane



- Béziers – Agde – Vias airport 34450 Vias Tel: 04 67 80 99 09 / Fax: 04 67 80 99 10 - Carcassonne – Limoux – Castelnaudary airport 3 boulevard Camille Pelletan 11890 Carcassonne Cedex 9 Tel : 04 68 71 96 46 - Montpellier – Méditerranée airport Tel: 04 67 20 85 00 / Fax: 04 67 20 85 85



By train



Béziers train station / Montpellier train station Tel : 00 (33) 36 35



By car



A9 freeway - West Béziers exit, then D612 road direction to Saint Pons. 30 km from Béziers



By coach



Hérault transport: line 214 – (Béziers – La Salvetat s/ Agout) Béziers customer contact : Tel: 04 67 49 49 65 BALENT coaches: line 913 (Valras – Castres) Tel: 05 63 35 38 10 Saint-Chinian – Land of the Warm Welcome for further information: accommodation, services… Office de Tourisme* 1, Grand’Rue 34360 Saint-Chinian Tél. / Fax : 04 67 38 02 67 www.ot-saint-chinian.com [email protected]



Crédits photos : Office de Tourisme de Saint Chinian et Le Syndicat du Cru Saint-Chinian, Didier Barthélémy, Serge Privat, CIVL Dépliant réalisé par l’Office de Tourisme en partenariat avec la Maison des Vins de Saint Chinian et la Mairie



in Languedoc



The House of Wine



HOW TO REACH SAINT-CHINIAN?



Between the mountains and the sea, on the D612 road, 30 km north of Béziers, Saint Chinian is situated in the verdant valley of the Vernazobres, dominated by a rocky outcrop to the south and by the Cevennes foothills to the north.







DES VINS



Saint-Chinian



ON LA MAIS



ineyard



History of Saint Chinian In the IXth century, Louis le Pieux allows Benedictines monks to come on his lands called “Holotian”. In 826, a monk called Durand erected a small monastery (location of the present town hall). It was also dedicated to Saint Anian (bishop of Orléans). Afterwards, the village took the name Saint Anian which, evolved into Saint Chinian. The first attestation under this name dates from 1567. Saint Chinian suffered during the Religious Wars. In 1578, Captain Bacou from Pierrerue, invaded, plundered and destroyed the monastery. Moreover, he killed 60 people and robbed the inhabitants. Thanks to the textile industry that was established later, the village was revitalised. Two Royal factories are founded in Saint Chinian. Many mills (“foulon” for the sheets, corn and oil) were powered by water from the Vernazobres river which was diverted and still irrigates fields and gardens today: le canal de l’Abbé. Later the wine industry grew to the extent that it supplanted the linen industry; especially at the time of the great flood in 1875, when 97 lives were lost in Saint Chinian.



A beautiful Baroque Virgin Mary in golden olive wood. The bell which indicates the hour dates from the XVth century.



The Canal of the Abbey



It was dug in the middle Ages; its use was regulated in the 1865 Communal Plan. Until the Revolution it belonged to the monastery. The canal ran the mills, the woollen mills and the workshops. Nowadays it is still used for the irrigation of enclosed gardens and for the drainage of rainwater. It serves 450 gardens on 35 hectares. A conservation association that counts 180 members manages it. The canal follows the Vernazobres river as it starts at the Saint Cels road into the river behind the building of the “Communauté de Communes du Saint Chinianais” in rue Raoul Bayou.



Chapel Notre Dame de Nazareth (our lady of Nazareth)



The chapel is located on the left flank of the “colline de la Corne” (Hill of the horn). It is still a pilgrimage site and in the same time, a wonderful tourist site, overhanging SaintChinian and the valley of the Vernazobress. According to a legend, in the year 840, the Virgin Mary would have appeared to a The Benedictine abbey and its garden shepherd. Nevertheless, It is only in the year The remains of the former abbey (presently the town hall) date from the IXth century. 1102 that the sanctuary was mentioned for the 1st time, in the The buildings were destroyed during the Re- charter of the archbishop of Narbonne. (In 1120, when the 1st ligious Wars. The present buildings were res- crusade was over in Holy Land, the name of Nazareth was attritored during the XVIIth and XVIIIth century. buted to the chapel). The front of the town hall has remained the The Benedictines monks who founded the abbey Saint Anian are same since the XIXth century. Inside, the likely implicated in the erecting of the 1st chapel. main staircase is decorated with a fresco in In 1789, during the French revolution, the chapel which became “trompe l’oeil”. The park at the front of the Town Hall is the former National Property was closed to the worship. It’s only in the 19th century that it became the sanctuary we know today. ornamental and vegetable garden of the friars.



AN HISTORICAL HERITAGE



The abbey church and the cloister



The mill



It is typical corn mill construction which was restored in 2000 by the municipality and the “Charte Intercommunale de l’Orb et du Vernazobres” (association of several villages for the development of the territory). Located on the chalky cliff of the horn (“falaise du rocher”), road to Villespassans, it dominates Saint Chinian and offers a great point of view over the valley of the Vernazobres and the vineyards of Saint Chinian, with the mounts of “la Grage” and “le Caroux” in the background. The Parish Church and its organ The parish church was destroyed during the It is an essential sightseeing stop on the hill-walking route to visit Religious Wars. However, the rebuilding of the “Capitelles” the front has preserved two Roman arches The Capitelles of the original building. To this day, these dry stone constructions Not to miss: are still used as tool-storage and sometimes -The first chapel on the left: the damaged shelter for workers in the vineyards. They statue of the Virgin Mary which served as were, and still are, constructed on the same the Goddess of Reason in the revolutionary principle that the Romans used when builcult and the commemorative stone of the ding the huge domed Pantheon in Rome. slaughter of five resistant priests. The weight of the upper stones (domed cei-The organ of 1737 has been repaired and listed since 1976 as an ling) is entirely supported by the lower stone Historical Monument. Inauguration in 1995. -In the choir, stalls and medals have been recovered from the walls without the necessity of cement. Abbey Church. It was the level reached at the time of the 1875 The stones for the constructions were usually found by the viflood. The main stained glass window represents Saint Anian re- neyard worker himself as he cleared and tilled his land for planting. The walls are thick and broad, commonly called “clapas”. sisting the Huns. -On both sides, the columns also come from the Abbey Church. The abbey church dates from the IXth century. It was plundered and destroyed during the French Revolution and its apse was demolished at the same time. The cloister was neglected for a long time but was finally restored in 2005 thanks to the Town Hall and the General Council of the Hérault department. It is nowadays a listed building in the “Bâtiments de France”.



THE VINEYARD



History of the appellation



ABOUT WINE TASTING... The red and rosé wines



Saint-Chinian red and rosé wines have been classified AOC (appellation of verified origin) since 1982, and in 2005 the Saint-Chinian AOC white wine was born. Further, in 2004, after 10 years of organization, two territories within the Saint-Chinian appellation were recognized under the same Saint Chinian umbrella: Saint-Chinian-Berlou and Saint-Chinian-Roquebrun.



Geographical and geological situation The Saint-Chinian appellation zone in Languedoc is situated to the northwest of Béziers and counts 20 villages. Between the sea and the mountains, AOC Saint-Chinian is under the influence of the Mediterranean climate, and it is also sometimes faced with various local microclimates. The appellation knows how to create its own particularity. The Saint-Chinian appellation is situated across 2 different geological zones: in the north, slate, and in the south, chalky clay. The altitude of the various parcels of vines varies from 100 to 300 metres, over some dry and stony hillsides, generally facing in the direction of the sea. Visitors are treated to some truly remarkable views of the landscapes.



The “Saint-Chinian” is a blended wine in which each grape variety plays a part in its complexity. •The Carignan is the traditional grape. It brings structure and strength. •The Syrah distinguishes itself by the quality and the delicacy of its tannin. •The Grenache expresses the Mediterranean warmth with spicy notes. •The Mourvèdre completes the balance with high quality tannins •The Cinsault, thanks to its delicacy and its floral aromas, is used for rosé wines.



The White wines



Some figures 3 300 hectares are exploited in A.O.C. (appellation of verified origin) by 470 wine makers who are divided up into 9 cooperative cellars and 98 independent cellars. The average production is 13 000 hl among which 89 % is red wine, 10 % is rosé wine and 1 % is white wine.



They distinguish themselves by an aromatic complexity where fruity aromas overlap: citrus fruits and apricots, ripe fruits, grilled and spicy notes, and over the slate ground, mineral and aniseed note. The main grape varieties are: •The White Grenache brings fat, almond notes and exotic fruits. •The Marsanne is an elegant grape variety with a floral bouquet. •The Roussanne gives wine a remarkable complexity that stays long on the palate. The Vermentino (or Rolle) with its hints of citrus fruit, gives a freshness to the blends.
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Ian Billanou 

Compute numerical simulation with COMSOL Multiphysics and MATLAB,. â€¢ Reach target by developing a new numerical model (multi-scales model),.
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ian lee 

3 sept. 2019 - Grandover Collegiate. Averages. 79.0 79.0 76.0 18.0 ian lee sophomore â—‡ johor, malaysia loyola university of new orleans. 2019 FALL.
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Ian Bennett AWS 

En tant que prÃ©sident de la Monnaie royale canadienne, je suis trÃ¨s fier de notre longue tradition d'innovation et d'avancÃ©es technologiques. Nous sommes reconnus comme un chef de file mondial dans l'art et la science de la frappe, et notre expert
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Flow of concentrated red blood cells suspensions in ... - Ian Billanou 

Fraction of blood flow ... conditions and an in situ quantitative measurement of the flow ..... However, efforts are to be made on the micro-channel architecture.
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Soliton Boundstates in Dimerized Spin Chains Erik S. S0renseni, Ian 

form below the continuum. If such bound-states were to form one would ex- pect them to come in triplet-singlet pairs since the soliton and anti-soliton each are s ...
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Microsoft PowerPoint - ian\352s_2008_ing .fr 

Paul Celan is one of the most important influences on my work ..... This action was the result of a twenty days residency in Trinidad & Tobago, together with ..... Two beveled mirros, with the french homophonous words Voix (voice) and Voie ...
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Page 1 m H. - H. H. H. H. H. H. H. - M655 MISSES/MISS PETITE ... 

LINING D DOUBLURE FORROC. 45" 2 2 2 3A 34 34 34 34 3A ... Doublure: Tissus de doublure. Disenado ... du WÃ©tement Fini. Medidas de la Prenda Acabada.
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h,* h 

FITUESIT. TETTSTEDENER. 03/02/1983. Né(e) le ..à GAP (05) ett antal artiklites en el. N° 038110214. Grenoble. 05/05/2011. Le Titulaire,. (Cachet et signature du Directeur). Le Directeur Régional de la Jeunesse, des Sports et de la Cohésion Sociale. P
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CR-H, CRN-H 

Pour les pompes Ã  moteur de â‰¥ 50 CV (37 kW), utiliser un amor- tisseur de vibrations comme indiquÃ© fig. 10. Fig. 9. Pompe sur amortisseur de vibrations. Fig.
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H H R 07 

children are safer when properly secured in the rear seat in the appropriate infant, child or booster seat. Never place a rear-fac- ing infant restraint in the front ...
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CR-H, CRN-H 

Certificate/approval. F ...... a) One fuse/automatic circuit breaker is blown. Replace the fuse/cut ...... a) Un fusible/le disjoncteur automatique a sauté. Remplacer ...
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H&H vous offre ... 

Django : carcasse métal et bois, piétement métal, suspension plywood, revêtement tissu Blues (100 % polyesther), densité assise mousse polyurethane ...
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CR-H, CRN-H 

imbalance and overloads. A properly sized starter with manual ... Ce produit ou ses composants doit Ãªtre mis au rebut dans le res- pect de l'environnement. 1.Termes manquantsÂ :
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Increases in viscosity may kill fish in some blooms Ian R. Jenkinson 

ABSTRACT. In both cultures of some ... polymer concentration and viscosity; and hydrodynamics of respiration in fish. RESULTS ... While the bubbles were not measured, I eastimate from memory that the diameter of the largest was about 0.5 ...
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H) 

acadÃ©miques internationaux et 54000 diplÃ´mÃ©s dans le monde, KEDGE BS est un acteur majeur de l'enseignement ... Diplomatie / Ã©coute. Type de contrat : ...
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H 

are simple over Î©e(K) [1]. We now ..... simple enough to allow explicit computation of static output .... [13]: distillation tower 'BDT2', heat flow in a thin rod 'HF1'.
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Page 1 H. H. H. H. U L - H H H m m l MISSES DRESSES: Loose 

A, B, C: Semientallados en el busto. Volantes A y mangas D: Dobladillo angosto. Combinations: B5(8-10-12-14-16), F5(16-18-20-22-24) SÃ©ries/Combinaciones: B5(8-10-12-14-16), F5(16-18-20-22-24). SIZES 8 1O 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 TAILLESTALLAS 8 10 12 14
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TGF-h receptor function in the endothelium 

required for the maintenance of functional and structural integrity of the organism ..... Endoglin was shown to regulate nitric oxide (NO)-depend- ent vasodilation.
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TRAINING REPORT. ACHIGORE I WELL ... - Ian Billanou 

The compound distributes power to pumps, drawworks, rotary table and auxiliaries. â€¢ The generator ..... less expensive than oil base mud or compressed air. -Oil mud. Oil muds have oil as the liquid phase instead of water. Some water is ...
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1025 INDOPOL^HÂ®^n H-35, H-50, H-100, H-110S, H-300 ... - Tranvero 

Feb 7, 2008 - Medical personnel may leave the material in place to minimise physical ... If emergency personnel are unavailable, contain spilled material. ... vary, safety procedures should be developed for each intended application.
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1025 INDOPOL^HÂ®^n H-35, H-50, H-100, H-110S, H-300 ... - Tranvero 

Feb 7, 2008 - In case of fire, use water fog, foam, dry chemical or carbon dioxide ... Insoluble in water. See Section 13 for Waste Disposal Information.
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n u H. H S .. . ._ . 

0r. W r. U . kmwﬂwwm. {dad d. D, _ H e ..w Im . 6 arroser /e 9620/? 0'6 pm/écff/ea i5: Jill; ml_ . Him-1.4 Alli-huh. _. #2. 1f... © , @130.“ .06 ...m. 7 85m ,0. U ...Efﬂﬁg.
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8855 INDOPOL^HÂ®^n H-1500, H-1900, H-2100, H-6000, H ... - Tranvero 

Feb 6, 2008 - Identification of the substance/preparation and company/undertaking. INDOPOLÂ® H-1500, H-1900 ..... Following a modified OECD. Method 209 ...
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